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Healthy command climates are essential to who we are and how well we fight. They underpin our effectiveness and endurance in combat. Given the well-established relationship between positive command climates and the reduction in harmful behaviors, we must embrace the need to treat healthy organizational climates as a baseline condition to readiness. This contemporary challenge is more pressing if we consider that future soldiers are also watching. Consequently, a full embrace of the need to build positive climates at scale is part of our “value proposition.”

Part of the issue is how we address climate in fundamental processes. For example, we recently introduced a thought experiment to mid-to-senior-level leaders over a several-month period. We asked whether a unit should be able to claim a “trained” rating on a mission essential task (MET) if its command climate was poor. The near-unanimous sentiment was that a unit with a bad organizational climate was either not trained or that a near-term success was unsustainable. Yet, it was universally accepted that a unit could be assessed as trained under the current paradigm. It seems our assessments are divorced from the context of our people, thus providing an incomplete picture of readiness.

There is a good reason why this may be the case. Command climates have largely been untethered to any evaluative mechanism until the inception of the command assessment programs. Results-at-all-cost attitudes have rewarded commanders for doing more with less, and in some cases, at the expense of their formations. We must continuously challenge how we assess, promote, and value positive command climates.

Consider first our historical treatment of command climate assessments. A Department of Defense-wide report last year captured a multitude of concerns, and we clearly lack a mechanism that bolsters confidence in leaders and soldiers alike. Climate assessments have too often been diminished to a compliance exercise, with feedback underused and undervalued. Commanders have been frustrated by limited survey participation, a lack of timely results, and feedback from who they presumed was a disproportionate number of disenfranchised soldiers, some of whom were the subjects of appropriate administrative or disciplinary actions. Such an indictment of one’s command can dampen the spirits of the most optimistic leaders, especially at the thought of climate assessments used as an input to their evaluation rather than considering broader context of their efforts to make appropriate, positive changes in light of, for example, issues that existed prior to their taking command. Alternatively, soldiers have been either unaware of the survey and its importance or were incentivized to provide feedback hurriedly and meet “go home” criteria. Unfortunately, others have been convinced that nothing they could say would drive meaningful change.

Taken further, there have been commanders who, despite negative feedback, still denied anything was wrong or argued there is a zero-sum trade-off with a focus on readiness. We call this “command climate change denial” and believe that it remains present, if not pervasive, often masked in nostalgic
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The Army is its people, and a strong, healthy, resilient, trained force is the most important indicator of our readiness.

—Secretary of the Army Christine E. Wormuth
The Interdependence of Command Climate and Leader Competence

One can tell a great deal about a commander’s leadership style based on actions on a terrain model at a combat training center, especially if the commander gets bogged down in squad-level tactics during the rehearsal. Those formations, some of which arrive and depart with “trained” ratings, tend to degrade more rapidly than their counterparts during the rotation. A commander’s relative comfort in small unit tactics and focus on subordinate compliance can mask an inability to employ one’s formation well. The occasional subordinate command can still be successful, but it is disadvantaged as it fights almost autonomously. Its success is also short-lived without the collective. We suspect that garrison behavior comports similarly.

Selecting the right leaders matters greatly, and we need leaders who are competent in warfighting and building the cohesive teams critical to success in the
crucible of combat operations. Our view of competence is that it cannot be detached from command climate, and that a healthy climate buttresses the validity of any readiness construct. The common, static interpretation of success in a one-time iteration of a MET is inconsistent with sustained operations in almost any imaginative conception of future conflict. Instead, we must visualize what it takes for success in, for example, ten engagements over thirty days when a unit loses a routine percentage of the formation and gains a less-than-routine rate of replacements. Such a scenario pushes the limits of trust, discipline, and will. Even commanders with the proper aim point on the terrain model and who struggle to bolster these indicators will only have fleeting success. Winning matters, but we cannot be successful without our people.

A Dichotomy in Putting “People First”

Following the tragic events at Fort Hood, the institution was justly subject to multiple review commissions. “Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants,” and commission reports revealed that the Army was woefully falling short. The challenges are complex, and addressing the multitude of shortcomings requires competent, open-minded leaders who recognize the relationship between positive command climates and reducing harmful behaviors.

There have been many positive developments consistent with the secretary of the Army and chief of staff of the Army’s guidance to make people the top priority. These include initiatives such as Forces Command’s monthly foundational training days, which afford “protected time aimed at permitting Soldiers to have dedicated time to listen and learn from one another,
and to understand issues affecting Soldiers’ lives on and off duty." Participants in the XVIII Airborne Corps’ Dragon’s Lair initiative have produced actionable recommendations for improving the Sexual Harassment/Assault Response and Prevention Program and how to improve suicide prevention efforts. Fort Bliss also launched its comprehensive Operation Ironclad campaign to operationalize III Corps’ Operation People First. These combine with many other encouraging initiatives from “Project Inclusion” and “This is My Squad” to several from the Talent Management Task Force. The service is definitively shifting to a proactive mindset toward integrated primary prevention. This attentiveness toward the reduction of harmful behaviors is “integral to sustaining a positive command climate at scale."11

However, while putting “people first” remains a rightful enterprise imperative, the concept is still misconstrued by some, and well-intended unit-level initiatives risk becoming short-lived. Some leaders still struggle with the perception of a “people” versus “readiness” dichotomy—a false dichotomy. This is perhaps the most salient observation made by the People First Task Force’s Cohesion Assessment Team that has visited units across the Army over the past year. There is a real tension that requires candor and an understanding of what it means to build cohesive teams that live the Army Values and why doing so is critical.

Better litmus tests include whether unit members trust their leaders to have best prepared them for the rigors of sustained combat and would fight alongside them. Will soldiers who find themselves emotionally in a fragile state trust their first-line supervisor to help? Will soldiers speak up against sexual harassment and sexual assault regardless of rank and hold each other accountable? This is the essence of the cohesive teams that we seek, as described by Army Chief of Staff Gen. James McConville, “highly trained, disciplined and fit and are ready to fight and win, where each person is treated with dignity and respect."12 Protecting the Nation’s interests depends heavily on protecting people at every level of command and in all units and organizations. Everyone has a role in treating others with respect—and stepping in to correct behavior that falls short. This does not mean a failure to adhere to basic discipline or standards, but it does mean providing a safe, inclusive work environment. It does not equate to four-day passes every weekend, but it does imply predictability in training schedules. These assertions are not “squishy.” Instead, they demand rigor, dedicated time, and attentiveness to prevention, predictability, developmental counseling, and reception and integration activities. They also require entrenchment in our everyday activities.

Add “Build Cohesive Teams” as a Mission Essential Condition

Returning to our initial thought experiment, we suggest the addition of a MET-like construct for all units, a baseline condition, titled “Build Cohesive Teams.” Doing so causes organizations to consider climate as part of the operations process systematically. Once proposed by Lt. Col. Jeremiah Gipson as “MET Zero,” this initiative operationalizes “People First” activities making it translatable to units and outlining the connective tissue with regulatory guidance and doctrine.13

We have partnered with the Mission Command Center of Excellence and other stakeholders to develop initial task sets for an active-duty mission essential condition (MEC) pilot this fall. The established “indicator outlines” (like the commonly used training and evaluation outlines) are grounded in both doctrine and regulatory guidance (e.g., Army Regulation 600-20, Army Command Policy; Army Doctrine Publication 7-0, Training; and Field Manual 7-0, Training) and capture existing requirements without being additive. They basically represent a reframing of what we expect from
our leaders. The supporting tasks emphasize protective factors that are vital to achieving "a higher likelihood of positive outcomes, such as improved performance or readiness and higher retention and are also linked to a lower likelihood of negative outcomes such as suicide, sexual harassment, and sexual assault." We believe this approach better addresses the gap in our readiness assessments. It also helps operationalize a response to the well-founded critique of climate and culture thematic in the reports from the FHIRC and IRC.

This incorporation of a MEC also stimulates command elements and higher headquarters to more frequently monitor the health of subordinate units' climate with the appropriate level of attention. While a commander could theoretically skew his or her unit favorably, much like a traditional MET, the more senior commander benefits from additional information such as climate assessment data, serious incident reports, congressional inquiries, etc. The junior commander would have to justify his or her rating as part of the commander-to-commander dialogue. Lower-performing units might require an external evaluation during an audit analogous to an organizational inspection program or a staff assistance visit. Additionally, the field can share best practices and observations on building cohesive teams through a newly established "Army People Network." The People First Task Force's Cohesion Assessment Team is generally based on this concept already.

As we refine the MEC based on feedback from the field, there is an opportunity for universal application across the total force. We also see it ultimately impacting unit status reports. The MEC would lend teeth to the generalized "personnel" category and context to the "training" category. Even if the new MEC is not included in the algorithm that produces a unit's overall readiness rating, it would still inform more senior commanders on deployment readiness. For example, if a unit reports the highest readiness rating with a poor climate assessment, it might not be well-suited for an operational deployment. Regardless, it will reinforce the reciprocal relationship between the leader and the organization. As we have argued, a unit cannot meet our visualization of "ready" with a poor climate.

Evolve the Quarterly Training Brief to the Quarterly People and Training Brief

The Quarterly Training Brief (QTB) is a well-known doctrinal construct that results in a "training contract or agreement between the senior and subordinate commanders." Although the contours are ubiquitous—mission essential task list crosswalk, discussion about a highlighted training event, and a leader professional development plan—there is no strict framework. While the lack of structure provides flexibility, these meetings typically miss the mark in addressing the human element in combat readiness. In some cases, subordinate commanders define success as meeting survival. Subsequently, we have designed a doctrinal adaptation that reframes the conversation during this keystone process to focus on people and build proficiency in the MEC.

Our transformed conception of the QTB, the Quarterly People and Training Brief (QPTB), is intended as a structured but candid discussion between commanders, so they each agree on the current state of readiness, the way forward, the resources needed, and the risk involved in their approach. It stimulates
the senior-ranking commander to clearly provide his or her visualization for subordinate units and direct people-related focus areas. Doing so better helps a unit’s leaders understand how their commander sees them in time and space—or in the context of the regionally aligned readiness and modernization model. It can also assist the senior-ranking commander in better operationalizing his or her command philosophy. These are departures from the status quo as outlined above.

This transformed meeting requires a degree of self-study from commanders at all levels and candor. For example, while arguments regarding the company-level degradation of unit training management have merit, a QPTB audits the publication of and adherence to higher headquarters’ training guidance. We cannot expect companies to provide predictable training schedules if higher headquarters have not done its part. This turbulence is self-inflicted and occurs with impunity. Commanders might apply the same rigor to other focus areas in their visualization process.

Imagine if a brigade commander were to articulate a specific interest in the first-class reception and integration of soldiers and families or quality counseling. We would expect increased attentiveness applied by subordinate commanders. This dynamic can be expounded upon at echelon and perhaps negate redundancy with the commanders’ ready and resilient council. The QPTB could reduce requirements and give commanders time back.

Importantly, we must also change how we leverage data in these meetings. The Army uses descriptive statistics daily, expecting command teams to leverage their experience to determine causality with precision on the fly. While we can do so when it comes to operations with a degree of success, there may be a capability gap in our ability to do so concerning people, where the causal chain is less evident, and experiences may belie judgment.

Part of the challenge is seeing ourselves. There is data available to commanders, but even more recent initiatives such as the commander’s risk reduction tool kit are nascent and require maturation. Perhaps a more pressing challenge is teaching commanders how to have a more productive conversation with the data they have. We have proposed using a “people dashboard” to serve as an input to the QPTB and help drive these conversations, blending accessible quantitative and qualitative data. It can also integrate feedback from various assessment tools and risk management systems (e.g., Army Readiness Assessment Program [ARAP] and Enhanced ARAP, accident and accident reporting).

Such a dashboard can stimulate discussion about people-related issues usually relegated to “command and staff” venues and shift our focus away from compliance-related metrics. For example, consider our emphasis on the timely awarding Army Good Conduct Medals with little emphasis on “good conduct” per se or our historical focus on assigning sponsors without connection to actual quality reception and integration. The status quo is often an intellectual silo. An evolved QPTB, complete with a people dashboard, would replace the existing QTB and provide the venue to discuss a unit’s now-comprehensive mission essential task list. Not only will this drive a meaningful discussion on training with the context of their people, but it might also improve the quality of training overall. The QPTB recently underwent an initial active-duty pilot that undeniably led to a more fruitful discussion. A Center for Army Lessons Learned handbook titled People First Task Force: Integrating People and Training—Considerations and Concepts further describes these concepts and other tools that leaders can use to improve the integration of people and training (see above).
Implement Command Climate Assessment Reform

The proposals thus far have been intended to enable a meaningful dialogue on climate assessment feedback and provide a tether to evaluative mechanisms. We must constantly evolve our efforts to address climate. Doing so better equips leaders to understand and inculcate prevention, and ensures they have the tools to respond appropriately to support those within their unit. We believe that the success of these initiatives is contingent on climate assessment reform that also enables review longitudinally. Importantly, we conceptualize climate assessment mechanisms as tools in a process. The tools, which include the department-standard Defense Organizational Climate Survey (DEOCS) mainly, should be augmented by periodic checks (e.g., pulse surveys, sensing sessions) as part of a larger systemic process (e.g., MEC, QPTB, leader counseling) to drive change. How we measure climate matters, and again, the Army lacks a trusted measurement tool for organizational climate. There are things we can do internally and things we must continue to work with the Office of the Secretary of Defense to accomplish. Some of our proposals are under implementation now.

First, we have proposed adjustments to regulatory guidance (as shown in the table). Army Regulation 600-20, Appendix E (see figure, page 9), which describes intended survey audiences, is largely not adhered to. For example, many are surprised to hear that the only organization that is supposed to administer a climate assessment to its entirety is a company. Higher echelons of command are supposed to only administer the survey to subordinate command teams and staff elements. Units commonly distribute surveys beyond these parameters, leading to survey fatigue and noisy data that dilute attempts to establish meaningful thresholds. The thresholds will never be reliable or accommodate a comparison between like units if regulatory guidance is not followed uniformly.

If the premise is accepted that the arbiters of command climate exist generally at the battalion and below, then regulatory guidance must reflect more appropriate survey audiences (e.g., staff sergeant and above for battalions; every soldier for companies). The audiences for brigade-sized units and above should remain consistent with current regulatory guidance. This requires enforcement. Subsequently, localized policies should establish parameters for assessments that include expectations of providing sufficient time to complete assessments, increasing sample sizes, ensuring out briefs up and down the chain of command, and expectations of reporting any delays in the production of assessment results. There are examples of this already occurring (e.g., III Corps Policy Letter #19, “Command Climate Assessments and Action Plans,” 29 April 2021).

Next, we have recommended changing the timing of the DEOCS assessments to lead and not lag a commander’s evaluation, providing one of many inputs to that evaluation. The climate assessments would be amplified by periodic pulse surveys offset from DEOCS. Additional surveys, such as the IRC’s recommended “pulse,” would be sequenced at intervals between DEOCS and on an as-needed basis. These unit-driven assessments would provide an azimuth check, enabling course corrections as needed while demonstrating to soldiers the importance of their feedback and resolve to address concerns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table. Summary of Proposed Climate Assessment Reforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Update Army Regulation 600-20, Appendix E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Encourage localized policy letters to provide sufficient time to complete assessments and increase sample size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enforce commander-to-commander counseling on assessment feedback and action plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enforce leader-to-soldier out brief of assessment feedback and action plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Change assessment timing to occur before changes of command.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Expand access to prior command climate assessments for the incoming commander.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Add climate-related language to the OER and NCOER with an emphasis on the rater and senior rater narratives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Work with the Office of the Secretary of Defense on parallel reform.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table by authors)
The 2013 National Defense Authorization Act mandates conducting a climate assessment within 120 days of assuming command.22 This led the department to expand the use of DEOCS as a baseline.23 However, while new commanders receive feedback on their organization’s climate, that climate is either a by-product of the environment established by their predecessor or a confusing hybrid with their own. This dynamic exacerbates command climate change denial.

It also misses a feedback mechanism that would be useful in evaluating commanders’ potential for future service and addressing climate-related issues through an ongoing dialogue (i.e., Did a commander “move the needle”? Did the higher headquarters assist an overwhelmed commander?). Addressing these questions should be the focus of a renewed emphasis on commander-to-commander counseling that includes climate assessment feedback. It would be better to learn about red flags earlier in an officer’s career and coach or develop that officer instead of having him or her learn about it during a command assessment program. Officer evaluation reports, and perhaps noncommissioned officer evaluation reports, should also include such language in the sections most relevant to promotion boards.

The timeliness of feedback in the current model is also too late to assist incoming commanders with establishing organizational priorities. Waiting for feedback several months in, as is the current practice, mortgages critical time. Not only should they have access to the most recent climate assessment, but we should also expand their access to at least the past five years’ data, which current business rules prevent.24 This access would better enable the incoming commander to understand an organization’s culture. While there are numerous characterizations of what constitutes the difference between climate and culture, a simple explanation is to consider climate as temporal, whereas culture extends over multiple commanders.

Lastly, while we can advance these changes as an institution, we must continue to work with the Office of the Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness) to better represent the Army’s needs in future DEOCS increments, shaping its development.
and implementation. We envision such efforts to include, at a minimum, exploring novel approaches to increase survey accessibility to soldiers and gaining expanded access to the Army’s data to respond to senior leader inquiries. Aggregated protective risk scores, for example, might drive decisions on future resource allocations. We must also help develop a suite of tools to assist commanders build viable action plans. The Army’s Center for the Army Profession and Leadership has already done tremendous work in this area with their “Command Climate Navigator.”

Conclusion

We began this article by describing a thought experiment, and we will end with a counterfactual. What if we maintain the status quo? We believe that failing to place the requisite premium on organizational climate will impede our critical effort to prevent harmful behaviors. We will subsequently sustain a hollowness in our readiness assessments and risk our ability to attract future generations of soldiers. The stakes are high and require a comprehensive approach beyond the recommendations discussed here.

We value results-driven leaders and, like all large organizations, are inherently resistant to change. We expect cynics to bemoan the connection between climate and readiness as if it is zero-sum. Again, command climate change denial takes many forms. We hear these assertions already, but we suspect this is because of the ambiguity in how soldiers and leaders interpret “People First.” Simply put, “People First” means building cohesive teams that are highly trained, disciplined, and fit. It does not mean “me first,” but it requires humble leaders to recognize the vital linkage between competence and a command climate. People are the antecedent condition in any readiness construct—and they are our greatest strength. Otherwise stated, we cannot win without an enduring focus on them.

Our humble prescription in this article is to offer a series of reforms that elevate climate in keystone processes to drive changes in behavior. Initial feedback on the MEC and QPTB is positive. We recognize these ideas are not a panacea, but they can drive changes in behavior by establishing a tether to our evaluative mechanisms. We hope that they are met equally with commitment and resolve.

The views expressed in this article are the authors’ and not the views of the United States Army or Department of Defense.
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